Investing in the quantum future
Who we are

We are a Paris based early stage venture capital fund investing worldwide in Quantum Technology & Deep Physics

Deep Physics  Quantum Cybersecurity  Quantum Computing  Quantum Sensing
4 strategic sectors balancing short and long term

Deep Physics
- Computational Imaging
- Optical Co-processors
- LIDAR
- Metasurfaces
- Quantum enhanced optomechanics
- Gravimeter
- Atomic clock
- Nano-Magnetometry Electrometry
- Quantum Sensing

Quantum Cybersecurity
- Quantum Random Number Generator
- Post Quantum Cryptography

Quantum Computing
- Quantum materials design
- Drug Discovery
- Industrial Optimization
- Financial Modelling
- Encryption breaking
- Machine Learning
- Fluid dynamics

Quantum Internet
- Long distance Quantum Key Distribution Network
- Blind Computing

Sample of technologies. Figure not exhaustive.
Deal flow & Investments

>200 Companies monitored

>70 Co-investors identified

- Quantum Computing Hardware: 25%
- Deep Physics: 33%
- Quantum Computing Software: 17%
- Quantum Sensing: 11%
- Quantum Comm.: 11%
- Others: 3%

Companies monitored: KETS, Lighton, PASQAL, quantum benchmark, CRYPTO, qnami.
What we do – “smart money”

- Pre-seed funding - Q1 2019
- Matching investment from BPI France
- Seed funding - Q4 2019
- Lead Investor Series A + co-investors / roadshow - S1 2020
- Board position: support to CEO & staff on operations and strategy
- Support to business development, access to large corporates worldwide
- Letters of support for non dilutive grants
- Broker partnerships with software startups in portfolio or network
- Communication, build awareness

https://medium.com/@Quantonation
Startups, academics, large corporates whether vendors or users, investors, national and local authorities, future employees and quantum enthusiasts …

are stakeholders in a quantum ecosystem to be built collectively.
A unique program for entrepreneurial scientists and engineers to accelerate their startup projects

Applications are now OPEN to join the 3rd French Cohort Program!
CDL Quantum Incubator Stream
le lab quantique
le lab quantique
Is Quantum Supremacy changing everything?
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Academics welcome!